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DATA SHEETS FOR PPO HADIOKOTOPIC FUEL

T. K. KeeotB, R. A. Kent, R. N. R. Mulford. aod M. W. Shupe

ABSTRACT

Pro Is th* acronym for P « M Plutonium Oxide. The thermal energy of thie fuel
rcaulta from the radioactive decay «f aifa and this aMrgy la converted Into usable
etectric power for apoe* proa* or tlher application*.

Th» baaic ti*A nodal* aaaoc;,atad with tte current MHW baat aource la a PPO aphcre
1.4S5 s O.OIS in. dian and cocula!nf 1002 2 tfearmai walta. Tba apfearaa art indi-
vidualSy aseapattlatat) and thm taanablad Isto faomtlrlc srraya to form the worklnf
Iwat aourc*.

Tba following docuBtaat llata c«-t*la prop*»tiea of PuO, with amphaala on
behavior at th* propoaad operational conditfoaa. Since many of the d«airod propcrtlea
are aUf S btlng detannliwJ, tfctt dxusient Sa praHninary In naturt and will ba revUed
p«rtodtea2iy.

LASL has the raapoaaibUlty for fkial form davelopmest and character!taticm.
Mwadl Laboratory, operated by the Monianto Raasarch CorporaUen (MPC) haa the
resspoMlbiHty for production of aphtre*. CharactaiiMtlon atadtaa wtii be carried out
on material repmentotlve of that produced at MRC when deamed Mceaaary. ftarfar aa
poaalble, a diatiacUon will b* 3nada la thla rtoewmant U the reported daU value* ar* (1)
calculated or eatlaated, (2) Uteratur* value* sot nececaartiy reprea«nta«'.#« of MRC
Flight Quality material, er (3) actual detarmlnatlnna carried out on MAC apecimess.

Thia report It th* firat revUloa of LA-S180-MS (iaaaed 3/73; awi incorporatea
additional aad nor* epaclflc data.



Plutonium Content of Typical Z9°PuiO, (80 at%) produc-
ed at the USAEC Savannah River Plant

a. Plutonium Isotope wt%
HGPu -0.001
!38Pu 80

2WpU 16.5
aoPu 2.5

2*!pu 0.8
a 2Pu 0.1

b. Pure Plutonium Oxide (PuO2)

Pu 88.15

O 11.85
c. Impurities

Half Life (yr)

2.8

87.80 ±0.02

2.4 s 10*

6.6x 10s

13.0
3.7 xlO5

2. Calculated Power Factors (Based on 0.453 w/g of
total Pu)

The analyses reported in the following section re-

present averages of analytical studies carried out by

LASL on typical MRC Flight Quality specimens.

1) Actlntde Impurities

Element wr%

Th 0.29

U 0.64*

Np 0.12

Am 0.05

2)

Element

Al

Ca

Co

Cr

Cu

Fe

Mg

Na

Ni

Pb

SI

Sn

Ta

Zn

C

Common Impurities,
Determined

Specified Impurity
Level. (DPm)<2>

150

300

50

250

100

800

50

250

150

100

200

50

200

50

Specified and

Typical Analyses
(pom aver.)

50

200

30

85

5

300

20

40

15

5

160

15

100

10

250

a. 0.399 watts per gm

b. 12.1 curies per gm

c. 30.4 curies per watt

d. Note: The above values are calculated based

on pure 100% dense ^PuOj with 80 at% enrich-

ment in the 238 isotope. From the specified

diameter and thermal Inventory of a typical

sphere, one may then calculate an "effective"

sphere power density as 3.71±0.2 watts/ce.

3. Radiation

In describing radiation from 80 at% 238PuO2, several

factors must be considered: (1) whether the values are

based on an unshielded or shielded source. For example,

a significant L X-ray emission rate is associated with

^ P u . However, the energy is low (0.015 MeV) and these

X-rays are easily absorbed by ordinary thicknesses

(~0.030 in.) of common encapsulating materials such as

stainless steel or Ta, (2) actual percentages of both other

Pu isotopes and actinides. For instance, the ^ P u con-

tent is specified1 as s 2 ppm; typical Savannah River

oxide averages 0 . 6 - 1 . 2 ppm. However, the exact value

is a function of the processing history of the particular

"batch" and may vary from lot to lot. The Isotope 236Pu

has 2MT1 In its decay chain; '"Tl has an energetic gamma

(2.6 MeV) which grows in as the ^ P u decays. The

varying amounts of Th, u, Np, and Am also contribute

to the gamma spectrum. Therefore, a variety of qualifi-

cations must be considered in a tabulation of radiation

characteristics. To avoid these ambiguities, unless

otherwise specifically stated, the data in sections 3. a

through 3.c refer to **Pu only.

*IJ4U grows in at the rate of ~525 ppm/mo as a result of
the decay of !KPu. Therefore, the U content Is r, function
of the age and initial isotopic composition of the particular
specimen.

a. Alpha
1.

2.

3 .

4,

5.

6.

b. Beta-

Enerev (MeV)

5.4S1

5.448

5.352

5.200

5.000

4.700

None

Partlclen/watt-sec

7 .95x10"

3.20x 10"

l.S » 10*

5.0 x 10'

7.0 x 104

1.3 xl0«



3. (confd)
c.

Gamma

1.

2.

3,

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

XI.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

(keV)
Energy i

15.0

43.5

99.6

152.5

201.2

707.8

742.4

765.8

785.8

807.6

851.3

882.9

926.5

941 8

1001.1

1041.8

1085.1

Gamma-Ray
Intensity Avg. Std.

[gammas per alp!>«) Ecv.(%i

0.13

2.51 x 10"4

7.66 XlO"5

8.5 XlO"6

4.3 x 10"8

3.3 xl0" s

5.25x10"'

2.31x10"'

3.3 x 10"*

8.5 xlO"5

1.36 xlO"8

9.4 x 10"9

5.3 xlO"1

5.3 xlO"5

9.5 xlO"»

2.2 xlO"'

7.0 xlO"10

d. Bremsstrahlung - Negligible

e.
Neutrons

1.

2.

(3) Source

-

1

1

1

2

7

1

1

2

5

1

2

1

4

1

8

9

(MeV) Emission ivite,
Enerev n/see/EPu(Total)

Spontaneous 0 - 1 0
Fission (Avg. = 2.0)

a/n Reactions,
light elements
only. AtZ = 14,
the coulomb
barrier reaches
S.5 MeV

2200

See Table I

f. Specified Emission Rate 8 x 10* n/sec/g Pu
for Topical Sphere: (Total). This includes

self-multiplication fac-
tor of 1.18

g. Typical Determined 5.0 ±1.0 x 103 n/sec/jj
Emission Rate on MRC Pu (Total)
Flight Quality Spheres:

TABLE V '

Specific Neutron Yields from Light Element

impurities in ^Pu

Element n/sec/g ^Pu for 1 ppm

U 5.7

Be 162

B 51

C 0.2

O 0 . 1 (natural mixture)
lTO 0.62
18O 6.25

F 22

Na 2.7

Mg 2.6

Al 1.2

Si 0.2

P < 0.03

S <0.03

Note that "normal" oxygen in '"PuOj113* could contri-

bute significantly to the overall emission rate. However,

the mass-16 oxygen isotope does not undergo the a, n re-

action to any practical extent. Therefore, if 238PuOi

is enriched in "O, the contribution to the overall neutron

emission rate may approach that of the spontaneous fis-

sion rate of the nucleus. Tie "efficiency" of this enrich-

ment, or exchange, depends upon a variety of processing

parameters. Typical B'PuOj0* has an emission rate of

12,500 n/sec/g Pu (Total); the spontaneous fission rate

Is 2200 n/sec/g Pu (Total. Section 3. g above Indicates

a nominal emission rate of ~5000 n/sec/g Pu (Total) for

a Flight Quality Sphere,

h. Dose Rate

A more meaningful value associated with radia-

tion la a typical dote rate (0, y) from a Flight Quality

MBW Sphere. This value now Includes the contribution

from various plutooium isotopes, other actinides and all

daughters. Dose vites are usually measured at 10 cm

from the encapsulated source. Using MRC MHFT-17, a

dose rate of 0.2 mr/hr was measured at 10 cm through

0.020 in. of Ir.



4. Critical Mass

Transport calculations indicate the mass of a

bare critical sphere of PuO2 to be 25. G kg. The pres-

ence of a thick (IS cm) iron reflector would reduce this

value by one-half.

5. Compatibility

Two series of compatibility tests of plutonium

oxide radioiBotoplc fuels with precious metal alloys

have been conducted.

The test matrix of the initial series of tests

(Series I) included plutonium oxide of two compositions

(O/Pu = 2 .00- High PPO and O/Pu = 1.85- Low PPO)

in the form of pellets hot-pressed from plutonium oxide

powder obtained from the AEC Savannah River Plant.

At the time the Series I tests were planned, it

was thought that MHW fuel spheres might undergo re-

duction to PuO during fabrication and subsequent
2 — X

handling. Therefore, plutonla of two stoichiometries
was tested In this series.

Pure plutonium oxide pellets were prepared from

Savannah River process plutonium oxide of about 80%

Pu-238 enrichment. The High PPO pellets were cold

pressed and sintered at 1600°C and the low PPO pellets

prepared by treating cold pressed and sintered pellets

in dry argon-6% hydrogen at 1300°C for 6 hours. The

major Impurities in the pellets were 0,44% uranium,

0.12% thorium, 200 ppm iron, and 80 ppm silicon.

Commercially pure irldium metal and two comp-

ositions of platinum-rhodium alloys were tested in

environments of tantalum metal and graphite. The

test configurations are shown schematically in Figure

1, and a summary of the descriptions and results of the

series of tests axe given in Tables II and III.

The results of this initial series of tests indicated

that platinum-rhodium alloys were not compatible with

sub-stoichiometrlc plutonium oxide at 1500°C and that

molybdenum metal was not a suitable barrier material

between plvrtonlum oxide and irldium metal. Commer-

cially pure lrldlum metal and plutonium oxide of

reasonably high O/Pu ratio appeared to be compatible

at the temperatures Investigated and wer. selected

for further testing.

i.um/K-JO IU

Fig. 1. Compatibility Test Assemblies
(a) Tantalum Gettered Tests
(b) Graphite Gettered Te=ts

While these studies were in progress, other re-

sults showed that chemical reduction of a full fuel sphere

would S3t take place. Therefore, the stoichiometry of

a typical sphere would be PuOa.

The second series of compatibility tests (Series

II) were designed to examine the compatibility of the

three component system of plutonium oxide (O/Pu =

2.00) - iridlum metal - graphite with solid interfacial

contacts. The test configuration, shown in Fig, 2

allows for gas-phase communication between the plu-

tonium oxide and the graphite through the vent

(0.0005") in the capsule partition. The entire test

capsule assembly is exposed to a dynamic vacuum

(< 10~ torr) through a vent In the capsule end-cap

9xcept in selected tests In which it Is desired to mali-

tain a helium atmosphere. The conditions and results

of the tests examined thus far are given in Table IV.

The results of these tests confirm that iridium

metal is compatible with stoichiometric plutonium oxide

for relatively long periods of time at 1450°C and at

temperatures up to 1900°C for short exposure times.

The observation of vapor-deposited plutonium oxide

on the capsule wall of the plutonium oxide compartment

of the test capsule and the presence of non-metallic

deposits in the partition vents lndli^e the Importance

of small temperature gradients In the vapor transport



TABLEn

SUMMARY OF Pt-Bn ALLOY-PLUTOIJIA COMPATIBILITY TESTS

_.
Capsule

Pt-30Rh

PC.-30 Bh

Pt-30Bh

Pt-26 Rh-
8W

Configuration
Fuel Barrier

LoPPO

LoPPO

IioPPO Ir

LoPPO

Getter

Ta

C

Ta

Ta

No. of Tests

2

1

1

1

TABLE III

Temperatures
°C

1500°C

I500°C

1SOO°C

1500°C

Time-ltrs

1000
1275

1275

1275

1275

Results

Extensive reaction, Pu-
Pt-Rh liquid formation.

Extensive reaction, Pu-
Pt-Rh liquid formation.

No detectable PuO2-Ir
reaction, Pu diffused into
Pt-Ha surfaces.

Extensive reaction, Pu-
Pt ri"& liquid formation.

SUMMABY OF Ir-PLHTONIA COMPATIBILITY TESTS

SU

Capsule

Ir

Ir

Ir

Ir

Ir

Ir*

Ir*»

Ir**

Configjralion
Fuel

LoPPO

HI PPO

LoPPO

m PPO

LoPPO

Hi PPO

III PPO

III PPO

Barrier

—

—

Mo/MgO

Mo/MgO

Getter

Ta

Ta

Ta

Ta

C

c
c

c

Vo. of Tests

S

4

2

2

2

1

2

2**»

Tompcraturcs
°C

1370
1500

1270
1500

1500

1S00

1370

1370

1370

1370

Tlme-hrs

1000
4000

1000
4000

1000
400D

1000

1000
1800

1000

1000

1000

Results

No detectable PuOj-Ir reaction.

No detectable PuOz*lF-reaction*

Mo-PuOj reaction. Mo diffused
into {ho indium surfaces.

Mo-PuO2 reaction. Mo diffused
into ice iridium surfaces.

p i o r l r reaction in 1000 br. test
No detectable reaction in 1600
hr. test.

PuOj-Ir reaction.

No detectable PuOj-Ir reaction.

NO dstectabl* PuOj-Ir reaction.

* Some substc-ohioEietric PPO seen after test completed.
•* Vent ~ 0.005" in top of capsule.
*** i Test Included a small amount of carbon, 2 Tests with Ir/IIfOj vent cover.

of low vapor pressure materials when exposed for long

periods of time at elevated temperature.

6. Thermophysical Properties

a. Thermal Expansion:

The following equation for thermal expansion

is based on measurements of 80 AT % 233PuOj to

1400°C(5):

tfrflq = -1.22xl0"4+7.59xl0"6t+5.69xl0"9t2

-5.98 x 10"12t3+t.41 x 10"15t4-1.29 x 10"18t5

(Lo refers to 25°C; t=°C)

b. Specific heat and heat content

Values are given in Table V.

Cp(kcal/mole - °K) = 18 +3.9 x I0"3 T " 2 ' ^

^1^3 = -6.36 +0.0180T +1.95 X 10~6T2-te. 46 X lO2!"

c. Latent heats of phase transformations

1. The heat of melting for the PuO2 is

65 cal/g.

2. The heat of sublimation for PuO2 is

490 ±10 cal/g.



2 — Scries II Compatibility Capsule

. ATJ GRAPHITE

• EUDIUU CAPS31B

. THOBNEL GRAPHITE

' PLOTOKIA PELLET

d. Vapor Pressures

1. Plutonia

Plutonia undergoes congruent vaporiza-

tion to yield gaseous PuO, PuO2, O and O2 above solid

PuO2.x, the value of x depending on the temperature.

Values for the congruently vaporizing composition as

a function of temperature are:

Temp.°C

1327

1S27

1727

1927

2127

Congruently Vaporizing
ComDOsition

PuO,.»

PuOt.|t

PUOI-K

PuO<.,,

PuO,.|4

Mass spectrometrie-Knudsen effusion studies per-

formed at LASL yield the following vapor pressure equa-

tions for PuO and PuO., gases above plutonia:

Iogte PpuO(atm) = 6.906 - 28257/T°K and

logie PpuOj (ataV = 7.687 - 29928/T°K.

Combining these equations:

log, t PE (atm) = 7.557 - 29096/T°K,

where PE = P p u O j + (MPuOj/MpuO) pPuO"' rbe h e a t

and entropy of vaporization for Pg are 493 ± 10 cal/g and

0.13 i 0,02 cal/g - °C, respectively,

e. Thermal Diffusivlty
ay

Lagedrost, et. al., measured the thermal
diffesivily of to 1200°C. The following eqi^tion

is an adequate representation of their data to 1000 C:

a (cmVsee) = 11.5 x 10~3 - 13.8/t +11.4 x 103/t3- 2.2

2 10 IX where t is C.

i. Thermal Conductivity

From the above data' ' and specific heat '

values, the following equations may be derived for ther-

mal conductivity.

k (cal/cm-sec-°C) = 8.14 x lo" 3- 7.45/t +6.41x 103/t2

- l . l l x l O 6 / t 3

(t = °C to 1000°C)

However, reproducible measurements involving

temperature gradients in flight-quality spheres are

difficult to explain using the above equation only.

These results are described more fully in Section 8

below.

g. Viscosity (estimated)

The viscosity of the ceramic phase is esti-

mated to be 32 centipoise (± 25%) at the melting point.

h. Surface tension

The surface tension of the ceramic phase is

S23 dyne/cm (± 153) at the melting point.<8)

i. Total hemispherical emittance. The following

equation is based on measurements to 1000°C:

C = 0.593 +1.65 x 10"41 (t = °C)

J. Crystallography

PuO2 has a FCC structure with a lattice para-

meter of 5.3950 ± 0.005 A, when corrected for self-heat-
(9)

.ing effects.



Test No.

TABLE IV

SUMMARY OF PLUTONIA-IRIDIUM-GRAPHITE COMPATIBILITY TESTS

Description
Avg. Iridium
Microhardness
Partition/Vent Cover

Results

II-I MRCfuel/RI
Graphite 1450 C
2333 hours
Vacuum

309/378 VHN - No detectable Plutonia-Iridum reaction.
- Vapor deposited plutonia on the capsule wall of

the fuel compartment.

11-2 MRC Fuel/RI
Graphite 1450 C
2333 hours
Vacuum

289/339 VHN No detectable Plutonia-Iridium reaction.
Vapor deposited plutonia on the capsule wall of
the fuel compartment.

II-3 MRC fuel/RI
Graphite 1450°C
2333 hours
Vacuum

324/334 VHN No detectable Plutonia-Iridium reaction.
Vapor deposited plutonia on the capsule wall of
the fuel compartment.

11-28 SRP fuel/RI
Graphite 1450 C
1662 hours
Vacuum

322/389 VHN No detectable Plutonia-Irtdium reaction.
Vapor deposited plutonia on the capsule wall of
the fuel compartment.

ir-10 MRC fuel/RI
Graphite 1450°

5885 hours
Vacuum

269/293 VHN No detectable Plutonia-Iridium reaction.
Vapor deposited plutonia on the capsule wall of
the fuel compartment.
Nonmetallic deposits in the vent containing Ca; Al,
Si, Pu, and O.

11-14 MRC fuel/RI
Graphite 1450 C
5937 hours
Vacuum

269/307 VHN No detectable Plutonia-Iridium reaction.
No vapor deposited plutonia on the capsule wall of
the fuel compartment.
Nonmetallic deposits in the vent containing Ca, W,
and O.

11-29 SRPfuel/RI
Graphite 1450 C
1662 hours
Vacuum

272/302 VHN - No detectable Plutonia-Mdium reaction.
- Vapor deposited plutonia on the capsule wall of

the fuel compartment.
- Nonmetallic deposits in the vent containing Pu, Si,

Ca, Al, andO.

11-23 MRC fuel/CVD
Graphite 1450 C

5885 hours
Vacuum

269/307 VHN No detectable Plutonia-Irldium reaction.
Vapor deposited plutonia on the capsule wall of
the fuel compartment.
Nonmetallic deposits in the vent containing Ca, O,
Pu, Al, and Mg.

11-24 MHC ftiel/CVD
Graphite 1450°C
5885 hours
Vacuum

274/319 VHN No detectable Plutonia-Iridium reaction.
Vapor deposited plutonia on the capsule wall of
the fuel compartment.

11-46 MRCfuel/RI
Graphite 1950 C
5 minutes, Vacuum

275/311 VHN - No detectable Plutonia-Iridium reaction.
- No indication of solid effusate from the fuel

compartment through the vent.

MRC fuel = Monsano Research Corporation Productioii Grade Plutonium Oxide.
SRP fuel = Savannah River Plant Plutonium Oxide. RI Graphite=Resin Impregnated Thornel-50 graphite.
CVD GrapUIte = Chemical Vapor Deposited carbon infUtrated Thornel-50 graphite.



TABLE V

THERMODYNAMIC VALUES FOR PPO

TABLE VI

HE MIGRATION RATES

Temp.. °K

298

500

1000

1500

2000

2400

Cp,
kcal/mole- K

16.4

19.0

21.6

23.8

25.8

27.3

H° H° Q
kcal/mole

0

3.62

13.8

25.2

37.6

48.2

specimen origin
no.

SPO-33 MRC
SPO-33 MRC
SPO-33 MRC
SPO-33 MRC
SPP-52 LASL
SPP-54 LASL
SPP-53 LASL
SPP-50 LASL

temp.
°C

1150
1250
1370
1450
1150
1150
1250
1370

sioak time
yrs.

0.39
0.42
0.22
0.38
0.44
0.21
0.44
0.23

He inventory
after soak

STP cc/gm

0.027
0.017
0.021
0.006
0.016
0.015
0.014
0.011

* re-
leased
during
soak

93.9
96.2
94.0
98.6
94.3
92.9
95.0
33.1

flight quality sphere; howaver, pellets were fabricated

1. Melting Point

Observed m.p. of typical PuC2 is 2365 ±30 C.

m. Helium Migration

Helium migration has been measured in vari-

ous specimens from flight quality spheres. These

measurements were carried out in part to demonstrate

the equivalence of spheres made from (1) MRC hydro-

xide precipitation process, and (2) SRP oxalate precipi-

tation process. The mechanlsu. of the determination

involved a thermal hold at the stated temperature and

time followed by a ramp to 1900°C to completely outgas

the specimen. From these measurements and appropri-

ate calculations of generation rates, one may determine

the amount of residual He retained after the thermal

equilibrium. The data are shown in Table VI.

The obvious trend in the data indicates more

complete release with increasing temperature and the

equivalence of the MRC/LASL sphere-derived specimens.

7. Mechanical Properties

a. Hardness

At 25°C the hardness for PuOj ceramic
(9)

phase is approximately 850 DPH.

b, Mechanical Strength

A second facet of the equivalency demonstra-

tion of hydroxide/oxalate derived feed involved a mech-

anical properties determination. Instrument sample re-

quirements would not permit use of a specimen from a

from flight quality feed (of both sources) and the pellet

microstructures were identical with those from spher-

cal specimens.

Three separate types of mechanical strength tests

were carried oit at room temperature. A diametrical

strength determination was completed by loading Al

foil wrapped pellets to failure across a diameter. A

"three-high" stack of pellets was loaded to failure uni-

axially. A deQectometer was employed to obtain an

estimate for Young's Modulus on selected pellets prior

to the unlaxial test. The data are condensed in Table

VII.

TABLE VII

ROOM TEMPERATURE SELECTED MECHANICAL

PROPERTIES FOR PPO

specimen Avg. Ultimate Strength
no. and Ksl, Ksi,
origin Diametrical Uniaxial

Compression Tests

323 (LASL)

346 (MRC)

5.0

3.1

47.6

37.2

Avg. Young's
Modulus
x 10s

16

8.4

c. Impact

The results of engineering Impact tests

on full FSA's are given below. (Table VIII).

8



TABLE VIII

MHFT IMPACTS

Post-Impact Dimens.

No. V Temp. Height Diameter Response
ft/see. C

2 274 1374 1.22 1.69/1.72 No breaks

3 276 1365 1.07 1.78/1.65 failure - loop
strain

4 279 1375 1.14 1.71/1.75 Failure

i2 286 reentry 1.19 1.74 failure - loop
~1480 C strain - Pcon-

tamin. Intro-
duced at LASL -
fuel plastic

32 285 1370 1.18 1.70/1.74 No break - fuel
plastic

33 282 1370 1.14 1.69/1.72 No break-fuel
plastic

26 247 reentry 1.12 1.83/1.85 No break-gra-
~1550~C phite rotation

27 249 reentrv 1.48 1.66/1.60 failure - impact
-1550 C* face

34 284 1375 1.17 1.66/1.72 No break

"intended temperature, actual impact temperature
not yet reduced from data readout.

8. Temperature Gradients Within a Sphere

A reasonable extrapolation of the conductivity

data in Section 6.1 above would lead to predictions of

an increasing A T from core to surface in a typical

sphere as the surface temperature Is Increased from

ambient <~400°C) to operational (~1350°C).

Certain experiments carried out at LASL showed

more subtle and complicated energy balances were in

effect. A spherical specimen was fabricated with a

0.061 in. thermocouple well extending from the sur-

face to the core. A Pt - Pt/Rh thermocouple was

positioned at the sphere surface. This system was

placed in a furnace with the thermocouple leads

attached to a DVM coupled to a 2-pen recorder. As

the furnace temperature is Increased, the £T across

the radius of the sphere was measured. The results

are shown is Fig. 4. Note that the t££ decreases with

increasing surface temperature. The temperature was

increased step-wise and allowed sufficient time for the

specimen to attain thermal equilibrium before the Indi-

cated readings won made. The difference between tbt

"Heat-Up" and "Cool-Down" curves (s due to some resi-

dual sinterabllity in the sphere after fabrication. Sub-

sequent beating and cooling cycles indicated that thljs

sinterabllity had been removed by the first eerie* of

equilibrations and the "Cool-Down" curve was /allowed.

: " •

OSSUWD AT <$U*MCC-CO»CI «* J " - l »
OUMW MTUL MC*T MO COOL O0WH

h r l t » tmr'C

Fig. 4 Observed £T, Surface-to-core, in MHW Sphere

The reasons for this behavior are complex and are

not completely understood at the time of this report.

However, this behavior is reproducible as corrobora-

tive determinations have such. Such studio have in-

cluded duplicate specimens to SPP-S9, a specially fab-

ricated 50-watt sphere, a 100-watt sphere with the

thermocouple positions at various points between

9



surface and core, aaci determination* of ar uni«r a

variety of ewer gaste* tad vacuum.

la alt cases, ih* surfaee-to-eore ££T decreased

with tftcrcJUiftf surface tetPt»raturt. the magnitude of

the tfecr«ut« depending on it» thermal investory of the

specimen and the point of surface-io~coistemperature

measurement, Alt of these resulis suggest thai all

possible c»r« b« u l m to avoid thermal «h«cfc in she

regime* of fre*W«i $r, that is, at the lowest ambient

surface temperatures, in addition, a peeMabrication

equilibrium at«. U 0O°C will remove any remaining

itaerabilliy and lead to lower flr values (taring other

S. Chemical Properties

a. The beat and tMropy of formation for the

ceramic phase at 2S°G art -»3S * 10 cal/g and o. 16

e»!/g- C. respectively.
b, Chemical Reactions ~ based on tbcrmodv-

JJABUC calculations. The thermodywralc values are
(1th-13)taken from a nunber of sources. A more

con*>ie?e tabuiatioa of thermodyaaniJc calculation In-

votvinf loteractloM of Pu, O. C. and !r ts available.(U>

I. Water

Water vapor does not react with PuO,.H
below 2000°C. At tower temperatures, water vapor

ctnoxidiMr PuO^; see the table under hydrogen.

Solubility, as distinct from chemical reaction, la not

considered fa these statement*.

* IITQFOgSB

Hydrogen nay reduce FuO].M to

with water vapor as the by-product. Values for

produced at various temperatures a n listed ia the ac-

company lag table. Below the listed temperatures, the

rHCtios i» reversed aod water vapor cas oxidize

Reaction

PuO,,M+0.02 Ht>PuO,.H-»O.02 KjO
PuOt,w-K).0S K,-PUO,.M+O.OS KjO
PuO,. w-H}.08 H," PuO,.n-KI.08 HjO
PuO,.w40.10 K,*PuOl.N40.I0 H&
PuO,.M+0. IS K,-PUO,.IJ4-0. IS H,O

PuO,.H 40.20 H,«PuO,.M40.20 H,O

Temperature of
Calculated

12M *10®C

3.

There is a dii.*i>clrtWe eojujjibrium be-

twees solid PuO, and gasec'j* Pu&. PuOj. O and O}.

However, the dissociation pressui:** do not become ap-

preciable below atxwt 1900°c. Al lower temperatures.

the reaction of o*yjen with P«O..X to form PuOj is

faror«d.

4. Carbon

Carbon may react with Puo, to give PuC,-x.

The reduced Pu oxides formed at various temperamrej

are listed ia the tccomp*n>l;if iabl«.

Temperature of
Calculated

_Ke»ctloi> Equilibrium

PuQ|. M + 0.03 C <= PuOt-.ii • 0.02 CO J050 ± 20°C
Pup,. M • 0.05 C o PuO,. n * 0.03 CO iOSO ± 20°C
PuO,. M • 0.10 C « PuO,.,« * 0.10 CO 1120 4 20°C
PuO,. M * 0. IS C o PuO,. ss * 0. IS CO 1 ICO = 20°C

• 0.20 C - PuO,. t , • 0.20 CO 1200 ft 30°C

PuO,.,, * 0.33 C . „ • 0.33 CO ISSOft 20°C

1SW±2O°C

S. Nitrogen

Nitrogen gas does not react with PuOj
below 2000°C.

C. Taataluax

Taatalua metal may react with PuOj to

PUO,.,, and Ta,O, at 680 * 20°C.

7. Tungsten

Tungsten may react with PuOj to form

aad WO, aed/or WO,. The e<jui:ibrium reduced

oxides formed are PuO, „ at 1300 ± 20°C, PuO,.» at

MI0 * 20°C. and PuO,.M at 1700 * 20°C.

•• Holybdeoum

Molybdenun nay react with PuO, to fora

PuO^x*w«K0O, and/or Moo,. The equilibrium re-

dact4 oxides formed are PuO,. M at 1300 ± 20°c. and

PuO,,B at M36 * 20°c.

t. Iridium

Wdium does not react with PuO4. How-
•v«r. then is some evidence that PuOj_x <a a 0.1}. re-

1760 dt 20 C >cts with IT to form Pulr,'(9)

1920 * 20 C

10



10. Titanium

Titanium maul do*s not react wllth PuO,

. below 2000°C. TiOj dote not react with PuO;> but will

react with FuOj.x to form PuO, aad TljO,.

11. Hafnium, Thorium tnd Zirconium

Hafnium, throium, aod zirconium metals

will reduce PuO, to Pu metal. HfO,, ThO,, aad ZrO,

do not react chemically with PuO2 but may form solid

•oluttoai.

12. Biotofical Tolerances

The radloblologlcal tolerances

are shown In the following table/1 3 '

*fl.'rt

:»CrUto>*

«»MT»

tW" HIT"

i ir»

• •[•-• u i r
tr» w"

>•»*"
aa-« tr* ar1

*.;PC: Maximum r-crmissible concentration In water
[ (MrC)w] or air [ (AU'C)*].

13. ShleMl* Data

As discussed above in Section 3, the total

radiation associated with a 'lot" of ^PuO, may vary as

a function of age and processing history. Therefore,

the following tables list attenuation <atta for different

materials over energy ranges which might be encounter-

ed is processing '"Pu. Appropriate calculations for

required shielding thickness may be made aa required,

a. Gamma Radiation

TABLE K<17>

MASS ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS (cm*/g) FOR
VARIOUS MATERIALS AS A FUNCTION OF GAMMA

ENERGY

0.1
0.5
1.0
2.0
4.0

0.344
0.083
0.059
0.0424
0.033

Pb

5.29
0.114
0.068
0.046
0.042

2L ^ T
1.06 0.151
0.176 0.087
0.0757 0.065

0.167
0.097
0.071

0.0484 0.044 0.049
0.0440 0.031 0.034

Concrete

0.169
0.0870
0.0535
0.0445
0.0317

b. Neutron Radiation

TABLK X<8)

ATTENUATION FACTORS FOR NEUTRON
SHIELDING MATERIALS

Thickness (cm) required to reduce intensity of neutrons
of inAtrmfA energies to one-half of incident value.

Material 1 MeV 2 MeV «MeV

Polyathytene
Paraffin
Water
Incite
Cbemtree-13
Concrete
Masonite
IiH
Benelex-70

2.7
3.2
3.2
4 . 2
4 .9
5.8
6.7
3.6
2.7

3.9
4.6
4.6
6 .0
6.6
8.3
9.7
S.2
3.9

S.O
6.0
6.0
7.8
8.2

10.8
12. S
6.8
5.0
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